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Abstract. Methods of searching the rational route are dealt with in the presented article, where the main optimality parameters of the route are chosen: the shortest travelling route (1), the fastest travelling route (2) and the alternatively
selected route (3), where the optimality criteria are calculated for one-side traffic swath. Based on analysed aspects, GIS
tools for transport flow modelling are picked and route search algorithm resulting in evaluation of the road permeability
depending on the time of the day designed. Such methodology is based on real adaptability example in one transport area
of Vilnius city.
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1. Introduction
A drastic rise in travels around the world (from year
1960, an average of 1820 km by car, railway or aircraft,
to 4390 km in 1990) [1] substantiate different traffic
problems in all capitals and fast developing countries.
Growing Lithuanian economy and quality of the living conditions prompt the population’s mobility, the motorisation level and increasingly high transport flow in the
countries streets and roads [2, 3].
There are more than 2,448 million vehicles (where
over 1,095 million - private cars) in Lithuania this year.
The present level of motorisation has reached 384
cars/1000 inhabitants. With this rapidly increasing level
and with the existing car fleet growth it is forecast that
the overall number of cars will exceed 1,5 million in
2005. The relative motorisation indicators are also increasing. In 1990 the motorisation level (a number of
vehicles per 1000 inhabitants) in Lithuania was 215; in
1993 – 245; in 1996 – 285; in 1999 – 332, in 2002 – 426;
in 2004 – 476 [4]. This indicator has reached and even
measured that of other European countries; for example,
there are 466 vehicles per 1000 inhabitants in Germany,
421 in France and 419 in Sweden.
According to the statistical data [4] the development
of personal passenger cars transport in Lithuania started
in the 1920’s. The situation in Lithuania’s transport system can be illustrated by the dynamics of vehicle number
growth during 1995–2003 (Table 1).
During the last 15 years Lithuania has experienced a
sudden increase in motorisation level. The tendency is
illustrated in Fig 1.
A sharp bounce in motorisation level invokes a lot of
transport problems. Many researches analyse transport
system from the point of its sustainability, which influences the economical, social and environmental implica-

tions [5–7]. Reorganization of the transport system is one
of the possibilities to solve problems in transportation
sphere, when the existing transport flows are modelled by
arranging the highway detours, capable to unload the
main traffic flow [8, 9]. Such solutions, however, necessitate a big amount of investments and strong financial
capabilities.
Modelling the trips is another, no less important,
part of the research decreasing the travel numbers or numbers of car users in urban transport.
Table 1. Data on Lithuania motorisation level
Year

1955

1960

1965

1970

1975

1980

1985

Veh/1000
inhabitants

1

5

6

11

35

69

93

Year

1990

1995

2000

2001

2002

2003

2004

Veh/1000
inhabitants

129

190

315

304

316

336

349
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384
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Fig 1. Dynamics of motorisation level
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Travel demand management measures can be applied to encourage car users to set car use reduction goals
when experiencing impairments in travel options. In
forming plans to reduce car-use contingent on such goals,
car users consider a range of adaptation alternatives including a more efficient car use, suppressing trips, and
switching travel mode [10]. According to the analysis
performed by Swedish specialists, travels can be regulated generalising them by travel behaviour, infrastructure
and location [11]. Travel dependence on urban structure
and target accessibility is discussed in the analysis performed by Dutch National Travel Survey study in 1998
[12].
In order to reduce the idle time of cars on urban
streets, the following could be suggested: a rational distribution of transport flows on the urban street network
and rational modelling the car driving routes.
The optimal route choice is a problem thoroughly
investigated in international literature, with Steenbrink’s
1978 description being a benchmark for further studies.
Applying modern computer technologies, intellectual
transport information systems could be created. Such type
IS also covers the task of rational choice of car driving
route. Geographical information system (GIS) technology
offers extremely significant power in transport modeling
[13, 14]. GIS could be also applied to the search for rational car routes when it is necessary to be at a specific
spot of the network on a specific time. The system offers
to a user a rational route, time of departure and calculated
expenses depending on the set parameters. In other papers
that analyse the application of GIS technologies in transport task solution, an application of multi-modal networks could be spotted. They are applied when solving
route choice tasks within the overall urban transport system (cars, public transport, railway transport, and even
pedestrians) [15, 16]. The assessment of transport jams
on the street network is necessary when solving the task
of the fastest route choice. A search algorithm, the results
of which depend on the time set by a system user, has
been programmed as the street capacity is different depending on the time of the day [17]. The general public
might be the user of IS, which helps to choose a rational
driving route. Applying ESRI technologies, a system user
is given an application, which has functioned allowing to
set the beginning and the end of the trip, and the interim
stopping places (if necessary). The IS user is given a map
with a marked rational driving route.
2. Analysis: algorithms of tasks of setting rational
driving routes and their solutions
Standard Utility Network Analyst allows GIS users
to find the shortest path through line segments according
to their geometric length. Created data model allows users to assign weights to line (street) segments. It is possible to assign driving time and traffic flow data to street
segments. By this reason we can calculate the quickest
and the least loaded route. An optimisation criterion depends on user’s choice.

2.1. The performance principle of the mechanism of
the search for a rational route
The created data model structure and ArcGIS software enable solution of the tasks of setting routes on the
street network and calculation of those routes. The software module Utility Network Analyst is used for calculations. This tool has been chosen, as the rational driving
route calculation uses the Deijkstra method [11] and
weights could be attached to the street line sections.
Three-type route setting tasks are being analysed:
• finding the shortest driving route;
• finding the fastest driving route;
• setting the driving routes according to the alternatives by using the calculated flow of transport means
on one traffic line.
Calculation of the rational route is used when the
amount of the weight (numeric value, for example, section length) given to each street section is minimised in
Fig 2.
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Fig 2. The scheme of the street network with weights

After setting the search for the optimal route from
point 6 to point 5, the route is chosen, where the sum of
section weights is the lowest. There are two alternatives
in the given example:
1) The route passing sections s61, s12, s24, s45;
2) The route passing sections s61, s13, s34, s45.
The optimal route will be the one where the sum of
section weights is lowest: min

∑s

ij

.

2.2. Mathematical model of rational route modelling
tasks
The group of these tasks belongs to the group of
network optimisation, or, to be more specific, to the type
of the task of the shortest route optimisation. The essence
of the task of the shortest route lays in the fact that a
shortest uninterrupted route should be found on the network of streets from the initial to the final point. All the
given tasks of rational route modelling have the following
features [18]:
• a section of the street corresponds to the edge of the
graph, and the junction corresponds to the peak;
• the network of streets consists of m nodes (junctions) on Fig 3 and knowing the weights between
nodes sij we can find rational routes between the initial node i = 1 and the final node i = m;
• by the weight sij the distance between the nodes i
and j, and the driving time from the node i to the
node j, the load of the section between the nodes i
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and j with the transport flows and other conditions
that are of interest might be expressed;
• we accept variables xij, the value of which may be
equal to 0 or 1. If the shortest, fastest or the least
loaded route passes the nodes (junctions) i and j,
then xij = 1, on the contrary xij = 0;
• Ni- is the set j of streets coming from i node (junction), and Ni+ is the set j of streets coming to i node
(junction) (Fig 3).

s13
x13

y1
s12
x12

s23
x23

In order to find the shortest driving route between two
specific points within the street network, the weights sij,
the numeral values of which are equal to the section
lengths, should be attributed to the street sections. Let’s
suppose that we have the network of the following sections (Fig 4).
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x

ij ij

j∈N i

∑x

when:

k∈N1−

∑x

k∈N i −

ij

−

1j

= 1 , i = 1,

∑x

k∈N i +

ij

= 0 , xij = 0,

i = 1, 2, 3,…, m;

s13
200m

y3

(1)
(2)

j = 2, 3,…, m.

Here the goal function means that we perform the
minimisation of a certain route, depending on the weight
sij. The weight is a numeral value, which is kept in the
field of the created database. It could be used to set the
length of the street section, the time of covering a specific
section of the street or the load of the specific section of
the street with transport flows. If the weight sij is used for
setting the street section length, then the task solution
would be the shortest driving route; when the driving
speed is set as a specific section, then the solution will the
finding the route of the fastest driving; and if the weight
sij is used to set the load of the street section with the
transport flows, then the result will be the least loaded
driving route.
The equation of restrictions (1) is used to set the balance equation of the first node, which describes the requirement that a certain single direction should be taken
from the first node (chosen on the beginning of our route
within the network of streets). The Equation (2) sets the
condition of balance, so that if a certain section is taken
to come to the node, then another section is taken to leave
the node.

s57
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s26
400m

s45
450

y7
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s36
350m

s14
250m

Then the task of the shortest or the fastest route or
the lowest load on the road will be described according to
the following mathematical model:
m −1
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y4
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s35
300m

s12
300m

Fig 3. The street network scheme with the weights attributed to sections
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xij ≥ 0;

3.1. Finding the shortest driving route; its mathematical
model and solution

y3

y2

Min f(x) =

3. Application and results of the method

s46
150m

y6

Fig 4. Scheme of street section network with section
weights

The shortest route of driving should be found when
the lengths of street sections and the driving directions
are known. A mathematical model of this task would be
the following:
f(x)min = s12·x12 + s13·x13 + s14·x14 + s25·x25 +
s35·x35 + s45·x45 + s26·x26 + s36·x36 + s46·x46 +
(3)
s57·x57 + s67·x67 ,
where: sij – distance of street network section; xij – route
coefficient, possible values (0 or 1).
Limitation of equation:
x12 + x13 + x14 = 1;
– x12 + x25+ x26 = 0;
– x13 + x35 + x36 = 0;
– x14 + x45 + x46 =0;
– x25 – x35 – x46 + x57 = 0;
– x26 – x36 – x46 + x67 = 0;
xij ≥ 0.
The 7th node does not need restrictions to be put
down, as then the equation would have a linear dependence. The following task is being solved by Dejkstra
algorithm (Table 2).
Table 2. Solution of the shortest driving route
1) Iteration
2) Iteration
3) Iteration

4) Iteration

y1 = 0
y2 = 300
y3 = 200
y4 = 250
y5 = min(y2 + s25, y3 + s35, y4 + s45) =
min(300 + 250, 200 + 300, 250 + 450) =
500 m
y6 = min(y2 + s26, y3 + s36, y4 + s46) =
min(300 + 400, 200 + 350, 250 + 150) =
400 m
y7 = min(y5 + s57, y6 + s67) = min(500+50,
400+200) = 550 m
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The shortest route between points 1 and 7 passes
through the nodes (junctions) 1, 3, 5, 7 and its length is
550 m (Fig 5).
y2

s13
200m

y3

s14
250m

s26
400m

s45
450

y7
s67
200m

s36
350m

y4

Table 3. Solution of the fastest driving route

s57
50m

s35
300m

s12
300m

y1

y5

s25
250m

s46
150m

The 7th node does not need restrictions to be put
down, as then the equation would have a linear dependence. The following task is being solved by Dejkstra
algorithm (Table 3).

1) Iteration
2) Iteration
3) Iteration

y6

4) Iteration

Fig 5. The scheme with the shortest route

3.2. The task of the fastest driving route; its mathematical
model and solution
In order to find the shortest driving route between
the two specific points within the street network, the
weights sij, the numeral values of which are equal to the
section lengths, should be attributed to the street sections.
The possible traffic directions along the sections are
known. Let’s suppose that we have the network of the
following sections (Fig 6).

The route that is covered in the fastest way from
point 1 to point 7 passes the nodes (junctions) 1, 4, 6, 7
and the duration of such driving is 50 s (Fig 7).

y2

y1

s13
20s

y3

s14
25s

y5

s25
25s

s26
15s

s45
45s
s67
10s

y4

s46
15s

y6

Fig 6. Scheme of street section network with section
weights

The fastest driving route should be found when the
driving time and the traffic directions on street sections
are known. A mathematical model of this task would be
the following:
f(x)min = s12·x12 + s13·x13 + s14·x14 + s25·x25 + s35·x35 +
+ s45·x45 + s26·x26 + s36·x36 + s46·x46 + s57·x57 + s67·x67 ,
(4)
where: sij – driving time in street network section; xij –
route coefficient, possible values (0 or 1).
Limitation of equation:
x12 + x13 + x14 = 1;
– x12 + x25+ x26 = 0;
– x13 + x35 + x36 = 0;
– x14 + x45 + x46 = 0;
– x25 – x35 – x46+ x57 = 0;
– x26 – x36 – x46 + x67 = 0;
xij ≥ 0.

s45
45s

y7
s67
10s

s36
35s
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Fig 7. The scheme with the fastest route

y7
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s26
15s

y3

s14
25s

s57
5s

s35
30s

s57
5s

s35
30s

s12
30s
s13
20s

y5

s25
25s

y2

y1

s12
30s

y1 = 0
y2 = s12 = 30
y3 = s13 = 20
y4 = s14 = 25
y5 = min(y2 + s25, y3 + s35, y4 + s45) =
min(30 + 25, 20 + 30, 25 + 45) = 50 s
y6 = min(y2 + s26, y3 + s36, y4 + s46) =
min(30 + 15, 20 + 35, 25 + 15) = 40s;
y7 = min(y5 + s57, y6 + s67) =
min(50 + 5, 40 + 10) = 50 s

3.3. The task of the route the least loaded with transport
flows: its mathematical model and solution
In order to find the least loaded driving route between the two specific points within the network of
streets, the weights sij, the numeral values of which are
equal to the section lengths, should be attributed to the
street sections. Let’s suppose that we have the network of
the following sections (Fig 8).
s25
250veh/h

y2

s13
200veh/h

y3

s45
s26
450veh/h
100veh/h

y4

s46
150veh/h

y7
s67
100veh/h

s36
350veh/h

s14
250veh/h

s57
550veh/h

s35
300veh/h

s12
300veh/h

y1

y5

y6

Fig 8. Scheme of street section network with section
weights

The route that is the least loaded with transport
flows should be found, when the hourly flow of transport
means is known on each street section. The driving direction is also known. A mathematical model of this task
would be the following:
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f(x)min = s12·x12+ s13·x13+ s14·x14+ s25·x25+ s35·x35+
+ s45·x45+ s26·x26+ s36·x36+ s46·x46+ s57·x57+ s67·x67,
(5)
where: sij – traffic flows in street network section; xij –
route coefficient, possible values (0 or 1).
Limitation of equation:
x12 + x13 + x14 = 1;
– x12 + x25 + x26 = 0;
– x13 + x35 + x36 = 0;
– x14 + x45 + x46 = 0;
– x25 – x35 – x46+ x57 = 0;
– x26 – x36 – x46+ x67 = 0;
xij ≥ 0.
The 7th node does not need restrictions to be put
down, as then the equation would have linear dependence.
The following task is being solved using Dejkstra
algorithm (Table 4).
Table 4. Solution of the least loaded driving route
1) Iteration
2) Iteration
3) Iteration

4) Iteration

y2

y3

s14
250veh/h

s57
550veh/h

s35
300veh/h
s26
100veh/h

s45
450veh/h

s46
150veh/h

Fig 10. An example of the least loaded route

After weights characterising the load are taken
away, we get a route which is shortest in geometrical
terms and possible driving directions but it is not the one
that is the least loaded (Fig 11).

y7
s67
100veh/h

s36
350veh/h

y4

y5

s25
250veh/h

s12
300veh/h
s13
200veh/h

vectorisation direction, which characterise an average
hourly flow per day or the overall traffic flow irrespective
of the number of lines: on the section of one direction
traffic or street, the problem of complete prohibition of
transport is being solved by applying the maximum values of the flow weight that could be entered the database.
For example, if the traffic on a street section is prohibited
along the vectorisation direction, then the weight given to
the section along the vectorisation direction is 32 000,
which is a maximum value that could be entered into the
database field the type of which is Short Integer.
Within the urban street network, such numeral value
of the weight is sufficient for the route analysis. If the
traffic is fully prohibited on the section, then we have to
apply maximum weights of street section along the vectorisation direction and counter it. The values of such
weights must be 32000; and such values are sufficient for
the tool Utility Network Analyst not to include the section, traffic on which is prohibited, into the route of route
formation.
The way from point 1 to point 2 was found taking
into consideration the minimal load of the street (Fig 10).

y1 = 0
y2 = 300
y3 = 200
y4 = 250
y5 = min(y2 + s25, y3 + s35, y4 + s45) =
min(300 + 250, 200 + 300, 250 + 450) = 500
m
y6 = min(y2 + s26, y3 +s36, y4 + s46) =
min(300 + 100, 200 + 350, 250 + 150) = 400
m
y7 = min(y5 + s57, y6 + s67) = min(500 + 550,
400 + 100) = 500 veh/h

The route that is the least loaded with transport
flows is between points 1 and 7 and passes the nodes
(junctions) 1, 2, 6, 7 and the overall loading of this route
is 500 veh/h (Fig 9).

y1

307

y6

Fig 9. The scheme with the marked least loaded route

3.4. Example of optimal route calculation
A developed model was adapted in modelling the
Vilnius city transport network. Three possible routes
between two chosen points y1 and y2 with the different
optimization criteria have been calculated.
A route may be found on which the minimal transport intensity is seen and the weights of the street section
are used along the vectorisation direction and counter the

Fig 11. The route, when transport flow weights are not attributed to the sections
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Created data model allows using a weight for street
segment. A weight could be a time period when transport
vehicle goes through a street segment. System allows
using two weights for one street segment: one along vectorisation direction and the other in opposite direction
(Fig 12).

Fig 12. The quickest route

In Table 5 calculation results between the same two
points but different optimisation criteria can be compared.
Table 5. Solution of the least loaded driving route
Optimization
Criteria
The shortest
route
The quickest
route
The least
loaded route

Route
length (m)

Driving
time (s)

Average
traffic flow
(veh/h)

1344

188

678

1965

167

648

1387

179

612

4. Conclusions
1. A created mechanism of finding the rational
driving route can help a user to find a route depending on
the optimality criterion chosen by him: the shortest route,
the route that is covered in the shortest time and the route
that has the lowest load of transport flows.
2. Deijkstra algorithm has been applied in calculations of finding the rational driving route depending on
the optimality criterion of the choice of the route, the
street sections are given weights, ie attribute fields kept in
the database: a street section length, time that is needed to
pass the section, and traffic intensity.
3. Traffic prohibition mechanism is installed in the
calculation of the rational driving route, under conditions
when the street section has a single - direction traffic or
traffic on a specific section is prohibited.
4. The developed mechanism of a rational choice
of the route and the designed vector database may be
published on the general GIS for public usage and attribute information server with the help of ESRI technologies.

5. If the developed database would be supplemented with the real time data, the precision of the route
planning would highly increase.
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RACIONALIŲ VAŽIAVIMO MARŠRUTŲ MODELIAVIMAS NAUDOJANT GIS
M. Jakimavičius, A. Mačerinskienė
Santrauka
Nagrinėjami racionalaus kelio paieškos metodai, kai pagrindiniais maršruto optimalumo kriterijais pasirenkami: arčiausias važiavimo maršrutas (1), greičiausias važiavimo maršrutas (20) ir maršrutas, parinktas pagal alternatyvas (3), kai
naudojamas optimalumo kriterijus, apskaičiuotas transporto priemonių srautui, vienai eismo juostai. Remiantis analizuojamais aspektais parenkamos GIS priemonės transporto srautams modeliuoti ir suprojektuojamas maršruto paieškos
algoritmas, kurio rezultatai priklausomai nuo paros laiko įvertina gatvių pralaidumą, pagrįstą natūriniais tyrimais. Sukurta
metodika grindžiama realiu pritaikymo pavyzdžiu pasirinktame Vilniaus miesto transportiniame rajone.
Reikšminiai žodžiai: geografinė informacinė sistema, eismo modeliavimas, racionalaus važiavimo paieška.
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